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quired for this purpose could be generated by 
lasers. In this connection we note that lasers often 
generate several frequencies rather than a single 
frequency.C 7,SJ One expects that combination fre
quencies would be generated under these condi
tions. 

*The idealization in which we consider only three levels 
of the entire system of levels is completely justified since 
the other levels can be neglected in most cases. 

tThe Bloem bergen equations, [s] in which the off-diagonal 
elements of the density matrix are not considered, are fre
quently used in maser calculations. It will be evident that 
these equations can not give the effect considered here nor a 
number of other features of maser operation. The reference 
made by Bloembergen[•] to the calculation by Clogston,[•] in 
which off-diagonal terms in the density matrix are included, is 
not well taken because the latter work[•] contains an error in 
that the author has not taken account of all the resonance 
terms in the density matrix. A similar error appears in a paper 
by one of the present authors. [•] 
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A number of methods for producing negative 
temperatures in semiconductors [1-a] have been 
proposed in recent years. 

It has been noted [a] that in indirect transitions 
the concentration of carriers for which a negative 
temperature is produced with respect to interband 
transitions is relatively small, beif!.g several or
ders of magnitude smaller than the concentration 
at which a negative absorption coefficient is ob
tained for photons with energies comparable to 
the width of the forbidden band. In order to ob
tain a negative absorption coefficient the proba
bility for induced emission of photons in an inter
band transition must be appreciably greater than 
the probability of photon absorption in the inverse 
process, so as to compensate for absorption in 
internal transitions. However, internal absorp
tion processes have essentially no effect on con
ductivity since they cause no change in the total 
number of free carriers; on the other hand, in-
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duced interband transitions due to photons incident 
on a semiconductor in a negative temperature state 
reduce the number of free current carriers and 
cause a reduction in conductivity. 

Thus, a semiconductor in a negative tempera
ture state with respect to an interband transition 
should exhibit a negative photoconductivity when 
irradiated by photons with energies approximately 
equal to the width of the forbidden band. Measure
ment of the spectral dependence of the photocon
ductivity of a semiconductor should allow us to find 
negative temperature states even if a negative ab
sorption coefficient is not produced. 

We have carried out experiments to produce 
and observe negative temperatures in silicon. 
Samples maintained at a temperature of 4° K were 
irradiated by light at wavelengths smaller than 
0. 7 J.J. and exhibited an appreciable increase in con
ductivity. When irradiated by weak monochromatic 
light in a narrow wavelength band close to 1.1 J.J., 

however, a number of samples exhibited reduced 
conductivity (negative photoconductivity). 

It can be assumed that this reduction in conduc
tivity is due to a negative temperature state, al
though we have not completely ruled out other ex
planations for the observed effect, for example, 
impurity photoconductivity. 
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SoME years ago it was noted [i] that muonium 
[the atomic system M = (p.+e- )] can spontane_: 
ously transmute in vacuum into antimuonium M 
= ( p.- e + ) . The oscillations M ~ M would be 
analogous to the transmutation K0 ~ K0• [ 2] 

Recently several papers devoted to this prob
lem have appeared in the literature.[ 3-G] The 
aim of the present paper is to emphasize that the 
analogy between the oscillations M ~ M and K0 

:;::!: i(O is even more complete than noted earlier 
in that the decay of the states which are even and 
odd in combined parity (i.e., under PC), viz., 
M1 = (M + M )//2 and M2 = (M- M )//2, pro
ceeds via different channels, as in the case of K~ 
and K~. Here M1 and M2 are the muonium states 
which are stationary in vacuo. 

Let us investigate the case where only one kind 
of neutrino exists and there is no direct ( p.e ) ( p.e ) 
interaction.[!] One would expect this case to cor
respond to reality if there would hold in nature 
the so called "Kiev symmetry," i.e., invariance 
of all weak interaction processes under the sub
stitution I-'- A, e-n, v- p. If K0 :;::!: K0 oscil
lations exist this symmetry points to a possibility 
of M ~ M oscillations. In any case the transmu
tation would in this case be due to the same inter
action which is responsible to the decay of the free 
muon p.+ - e+ + v + v. Naturally the question 
arises: in what respect do the even and odd mu
onium states differ? The decay channels of the 
odd state M2 will be 

e+ . + 'V + 'V + e";iowi Jf&Ot' 

- + 
eifa•t: + 'V + 'V + eolow• 

v +v. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

We are considering here muonium with spin 1, 
since a system with spin 0 can not decay into a 
neutrino pair in view of the neutrino helicity. The 
even system M1, also with spin 1, can decay via 
channels (1) and (2) but the decay via channel (3) 
is forbidden. The circumstance that the spin-1 
even system can not decay into the pair v + ii is 
similar to the case of spin-0 odd K~ meson which 
can not decay into two 1r mesons. By means of 
Lehman's theorem [B] one can show that the mass 
of M2 is greater than that of M1. As is well known, 
one cannot decide the question of which is heavier, 
the K~ or the K~ meson, on theoretical grounds, [ 3 J 
because of the difficulties associated with the 
strong interactions. 

In contrast to the K~ - K~ case, the difference 
in the decay characteristics of the systems M1 
and M2 is rather small. Physically this is asso
ciated with the large size of the atomic system: 
even though strictly speaking the decaying objects 
are M1 and M2, in the overwhelming number of 
cases it is the "free" muon which decays in the 
atomic system. In principle, however a difference 
still exists between the decay channels of M1 and 
M2. It was thought worthwhile to point this out even 
if only for pedagogic reasons. 

The above arguments about the difference in the 
decay channels of M1 and M2 remain true also if 
there exists a direct ( p.e )( f..'e) interaction.UJ 
However, then the mass difference obviously will 
be determined by the ( 1-'8 )( p.e) interaction [iO] 

and we then will not be able to say anything about 
the sign of the mass difference of M1 and M2. 

We now assume that there exist in nature two 
neutrino types: ve and vw[U] If e and Ve on the 
one hand and p. and vi-' on the other hand have dif
ferent additive quantum numbers (charges) then 
the transition M :;::!: M is strictly forbidden and it 
makes no physical sense to talk about M1 and M2. 

We now shall discuss the recently proposed[12•13] 
possibility that there might exist multiplicative 
quantum numbers. In that case the decay of the 
free meson is given by 

{
e++v.+vl" 

fl+ ~ - ' 
e++v,+v~" 

and the transmutation M ~ M is due to the direct 
( tJB) ( 1.1e) interaction. Then there does not exist 
a difference in the decay channels of the even and 
odd muonium states. Both M1 and M2 can decay 
through the channels 

- +' 
e;aot + "• +VI"+ e~ow> e;ast + Ve + "~" + eslow 
er;aot + ~+VI"+ e~!OW> e;ast + Ve + fll" + e:low 

v, +VI", Ve + "~"" 


